What happens time and time again with gentrification is that “hip”
movements take over a city, taking advantage of low rent and
displacing low-income residents, and then, as the rent gets too high
for the artists, wealthy professionals and real estate developers move
in and push them out too. People can be both victims and perpetrators
of displacement because of the wave after wave way gentrification
happens. We know it’s not just about one shiny new yuppie café or
brewpub or luxury high-rise. Gentrification comes in waves because
it is systemic. It is a direct effect of capitalism. The bourgeoisie must
exploit workers and resources, including real estate, in order to stay
ahead. It’s not just about individual choices but the way the system
was made to function. City government is required to uphold
capitalism and make conditions favorable for business. There’s no
objective interest for them in protecting renters from displacement,
and we see clearly how the city doesn’t give a damn about them.
Revolution is necessary, because this cycle will not break itself.
The fight for Ypsilanti is far from over, and we must dare to struggle if
we dare to win. Folks facing displacement and their allies can take all
kinds of actions, like disrupting city council events, obstructing
construction projects, staging demonstrations, repurposing properties
for community use, and more to pressure the city government to
provide affordable housing and to back down on its disgusting
gentrifying campaigns. The people are powerful, and the people have
the solutions. Those solutions will advance the struggle, and make
lasting, revolutionary change possible.
Ypsilanti is not for sale! Join us and fight!

We are a group of revolutionary, trans feminist,
anti-racist, anti-imperialist and anti-capitalist
students and youth in Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti
facebook.com/revolutionarystudentsa2
revolutionaryyouthalliance.wordpress.com

GENTRIFICATION
IN YPSILANTI
Or, Why Is The Rent So Damn High?

The proposed “International Village” at Water Street

Gentrification is the process of changing a working class (and often
Black or Latinx) area into one that attracts a new, wealthy, and mostly
white influx of entrepreneurs and residents. Rents go up, and the
longtime residents get priced out. Low-income folks are routinely
sacrificed for “progress.” Gentrification is a violent process that gets
glossed over with images of “urban development.”
The Ypsi Real homepage boasts that the city “has a funky community
vibe and a fresh arts scene.” Begun in 2015, the #YpsiReal campaign
has been a gentrifying effort by the Convention and Visitor’s Bureau
(CVB) to make Ypsi seem hip and quirky and ready to host a new
population of (white) artists, writers, and entrepreneurs. This was
followed by conflicts over new businesses like Cross Street Coffee,
Ma Lou’s Fried Chicken, and Tiny Buddha. There is also the issue of
“Ann Arbor Spillover,” by which Ann Arbor entrepreneurs,
including recent UM graduates, move to Ypsi or start businesses there
because of cheap real estate. Washtenaw County Office of
Community and Economic Development (OCED) even encouraged
UM grads to move to Ypsi in 2014.

THE “INTERNATIONAL VILLAGE”
The International Village is a proposed luxury apartment complex to
be built on the Water Street property on E Michigan Ave, catering to
international students, mostly from China. The city plans to use
controversial EB-5 Visas, which go to extremely wealthy foreign
investors. Recipients have to donate $500,000 to US infrastructure
projects, although scams plague the program, and it appears the money
tends to end up in the pockets of middle men, not in our roads and
bridges.
In the late 90s, the Ypsilanti city representatives started taking out
bonds to buy up the land at Water Street and use eminent domain to
oust the existing factories and businesses on the property. However,
every development project they’ve tried to create since then has failed
or somehow fallen through, leaving the city with a lot of debt
accumulated on the property. Knowing this, last year, the city voted for
and passed a millage to slightly increase taxes of residents to pay off
the debt on the property. An affordable housing development project
for Water Street was proposed--it even got past the purchase
agreement--in 2014, but fell through once the pollution problem there
was brought to the city’s attention.
Now, in 2017, Ypsi residents (67% are renters) are threatened by
International Village. The Human Relations Commission (HRC),
which has been working to combat gentrification, proposed that the
City Council hold a public meeting to discuss the project and affordable
housing prior to the purchase agreement. The HRC voted unanimously
on this, and it was added to the agenda for the City Council’s
September 5th meeting, but Mayor Edmonds, without explanation,
struck it from the agenda. She and council members Vogt and Bashert
consistently opposed discussing affordable housing in relation to
International Village.
Two meetings were planned for September 18th and 19th. Mayor
Edmonds claimed that she only knew of a “presentation” by the
developers to be given on the 19th, but, suddenly, it came out the
purchase agreement would be presented on the 19th, just one day after
the public meeting. It was essentially a done deal. Even so, the city
council repeatedly changed the time and location of two events, making
it more difficult for opponents to show up.

The HRC, the organization Defend Affordable Ypsi, and other Ypsi
locals fought bravely against the development at the city council
hearing and meeting on September 18th, 19th, and the small hours of
the morning on the 20th. People shared their experiences with eviction
and houselessness, shared their anger at the lack of transparency in this
process, and cited facts and demographic statistics on Ypsi’s racial and
socioeconomic makeup to combat the proposal. The potential presence
of Native cultural artifacts at the Water Street site was also brought
to the council’s attention. Despite the public outcry, the city council
decided to enter the purchasing agreement for the Water Street
Development. The vote was 4 yes, 2 abstaining, and 1 no; regardless
of their decision, when the vote was cast, none of the councilmembers
could look up at the crowd.
Ypsilanti city officials, Mayor Edmonds, and the police chief are
going on a prepaid trip to China on the 21st, one day after the purchase
agreement was to be finalized. The money came from a Wayne State
student group, but where did they get the money? It was tens of
thousands of dollars. The City Council has had no transparency on
what’s really going on with this deal. They are snakes!
CLASS INTEREST
Some will claim that gentrification isn’t happening in Ypsi, or that it’s
inevitable, or that it’s a good thing. They ignore the experiences of
working class folks and argue in favor of things like “growing the tax
base” or “attracting investment.” Why? They are driven by their class
interest. They have an economic stake in new businesses, in property
values going up. Their goals are in direct opposition to those of the
working class, whose interest is, of course, to keep their homes and
livelihoods in Ypsi. This contradiction results time and again with cities
forcing out their low-income residents and courting wealthy newcomers
who they can make a much bigger profit from. The city council, too, is
allied with business needs, not with renters and workers. That’s why the
city wants UM grads to come colonize Ypsi, and that’s why they want
International Village built. They are representatives of the exploiter
class, the bourgeoisie, and it doesn’t matter who we elect to the council
because they are controlled, financed, and, as we see with the trip to
China, outright bribed, by the bourgeoisie. Elections are ruled by
money, and Ypsi renters don’t stand a chance in that game.

